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Fast scalability thanks to 
virtualisation

“We were looking for a flexible hosting environ-

ment that would grow together with us, because 

InSites is in a strong growth phase and we need 

more and more servers to keep all our surveys, 

tools and pop-ups running smoothly. The model 

is, unlike that of our previous hosting partner, 

extremely flexible if we need more capacity, or 

even less”, explains Gunter from InSites.

Combell’s solution
Combell set up a dedicated SQL cluster environ-

ment, combined with a private cloud for the front-

end, which is ideal for such a large-scale online 

survey system. That means that the web servers 

of InSites are in a private cloud and are not 

shared with anyone else. Combell monitors the 

environment around the clock and takes action 

when need be according to the agreed Service 

Level Agreement (Pro), which is the highest type 

of SLA developed by Combell.

Virtualisation
Owing to its growth, InSites needs strong servers 

that can handle all the surveys or pop-ups in a 

smooth and efficient manner. In addition, this 

extension must be achieved in a simple manner.

Combell ensures scalability in a private cloud 

environment, which is composed of virtualised 

dedicated servers. This can be compared to an 

apartment building: thanks to virtualisation tech-

nology, the physical server can be subdivided into 

InSites’ ISSUE 
InSites was looking for a hosting environ-

ment that would grow together with the 

company, which is in a strong growth phase. 

That means a flexible hosting model that can 

be easily extended, at an affordable price. In 

addition, this external hosting environment 

must be monitored day and night. InSites 

does have its own IT specialists in house, 

but they do not work around the clock. And 

with customers and respondents all around 

the world, the system must be up and run-

ning around the clock.

InSites is a fast growing European marketing research agency with big ambitions. In 
order to grow flexibly together with the company, the servers now run in a hybrid cloud 
environment, managed by Combell. It is now possible to extend the system’s capacity in 
no time, without anyone noticing.

Gunter Van De Velde

customer case

COMBELL’S AS-
SETS according to 
InSites
A smooth collaboration thanks to an enthu-

siastic and dynamic team. Both companies 

are on the same wavelength and share a si-

milar vision and situation: young, ambitious, 

in full expansion, customer-oriented, flexible 

and with a long-term vision. This leads 

to mutual understanding and facilitates 

our collaboration. Moreover, the people at 

Combell have extensive in-house expertise, 

which makes them true hosting specialists, 

and their support is exceptional.

“Combell monitors the 

environment around the clock 

and takes action when need 

be according to the agreed 

Service Level Agreement 

(Pro), which is the highest 

type of SLA developed by 

Combell.”
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virtual apartments. This virtualisation technique 

offers several benefits, among which very high 

availability. If a hardware node or a dedicated 

server fails, all virtual machines that are run on 

them are automatically and immediately started 

through another hardware node. No one notices 

anything and it is almost impossible for your site 

to crash again.

Database cluster 
The databases of InSites are fed with data 

collected from surveys. The combination of 

dedicated database servers and the private cloud 

environment for the web servers creates a hybrid 

cloud environment for InSites. This hybrid cloud is 

also perfectly scalable, so, in case of extra load, 

Combell can – thanks to virtualisation technology 

– promptly and effortlessly add extra machines to 

the environment. The processing of the results on 

the database servers is for InSites, which collects 

and analyses masses of data, a very intensive 

process. Therefore, the database servers were 

joined together in a database cluster. This way, 

both database servers can join their forces and 

process the results together. Moreover, both active 

database servers are also completely redundant, 

so InSites does not have to worry about losing 

data in the event of a problem.

24-hour service 
“Our reach is international, with customers 

and respondents from as far away as the US, 

which means the servers must be monitored 

permanently. We do have enough IT specialists 

in house, but we do not have a 24-hour service. 

So, it is the people at Combell who stay awake to 

monitor our servers or extinguish possible fires 

in our place, before you notice anything on the 

sites themselves. Combell was able to provide us 

with that quality, expertise and organisation, at a 

competitive price/quality ratio.”

“Combell was able to provide us with that quality, expertise and 

organisation, at a competitive price/quality ratio.”
INSITES’
IDENTIKIT
InSites Consulting is a leading marketing 

research company in the field of online 

market research with a strong international 

position. It was established as a spin-off 

of the Vlerick Leuven Gent Management 

School. Via the online community TalkTo-

Change, comprising more than 2,000,000 

panel members spread over 25 European 

countries, both quantitative and qualitative 

online marketing research is carried out. 

InSites Consulting has over 90 highly-skilled 

and experienced employees and offices in 

Ghent, Rotterdam, London and Geneva. InSi-

tes Consulting stands for passion, openness, 

dedication & forward thinking. 

More information on our site www.insites.eu 

and our blog http://blog.insites.be.

Customers: Heinz, Danone, eBay, Toyota, 

Mobistar, Pioneer, ING...

More info about this server solution? 
Contact one of our account managers on 

0800-8-567890

GOOD TO KNOW •	 InSites won 10 awards in two years

•	 Steven Van Belleghem, one of InSites’ managing partners, wrote a book that has already sold over 

8000 copies (www.theconversationmanager.com)

•	 Every day, 500,000 pop-ups of InSites are displayed worldwide


